
allegations. The best way to safeguard the organization is to 
ensure clear and thorough documentation is in place to justify 
salary increases.

Salary increases may also need to be addressed on a 
case-by-case basis to ensure individuals are optimizing the 
options available to them. For example, raising an employee’s 
pay could result in a reduction or elimination of health care 
premium subsidies, leaving the employee worse off. Given that 
employers lack the information and time necessary to perform 
a cost-benefit analysis for every potential salary increase, the 
onus will be on employees to examine and communicate their 
particular circumstances. Not only will many employees find 
this process burdensome, but misinterpretation of regulations 
or income calculations can quickly lead to mistakes and 
frustration among workers.

2.  If you currently provide more benefits compensation for 
an employee with family coverage, will you increase those 
employees’ salaries more than you will for those with single 
coverage? 

While employers regularly contribute a greater dollar value to 
family coverage than single coverage, employees may find it less 
acceptable to differentiate salary increases based on household 
structures. As with any deviation from across-the-board increases, 
it is imperative that a documented policy be established and 
applied consistently.

3.  While your current employer contribution towards premium 
is provided to your employees tax free, that is not true of 
W-2 compensation. Thus, what will you pay in additional 
payroll taxes to make this change? 

It is important to balance and control the costs of increased 
employee wages and increased payroll taxes. In addition, 
employees’ pay increases may be taxed (depending on whether 
funds are taken as regular wages or applied toward non-taxable 
benefits), which could result in reduced take-home pay.

4.  How will dropping your health plan impact the initial salary 
offers you make for new employees? 

In the near term, most employers will not drop their health 
benefits. Therefore, it may become more difficult to recruit talent 
without other meaningful compensation elements. If you find 
new hire salaries are rising at a faster pace than salaries of the 
general employee population, compression issues are probable in 
the near future.
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A s employers consider whether or not to drop their health 
plan in 2015, a broad, comprehensive financial impact 
analysis is required. In addition to calculating the cost of 

the “No Coverage” Shared Responsibility penalty, employers must 
factor in the nondeductibility of the penalty, increases in cash 
compensation and possible reductions in productivity. This article 
provides a brief overview of these components and explains how 
to run the math.  

$2,000 “No Coverage” Shared Responsibility Penalty 
Generally, the “no coverage” penalty could be assessed 

if minimum essential coverage (MEC) is not offered to at least 
95% of the employer’s employees working 30 or more hours per 
week. For the 2015 plan year only, employers employing between 
50 and 99 employees are exempt from the risk of penalty as 
long as certain conditions are met. For employers employing 
100 or more employees, 95% is replaced with 70%. If a penalty 
is assessed and assuming it applies for the entire year, it is 
calculated by multiplying the number of full-time employees less 
80 for 2015 and less 30 thereafter by $2,000. Importantly, the 
“inadequate or unaffordable” shared responsibility penalty may 
still be imposed if a full-time employee qualifies for premium as-
sistance when purchasing coverage through the marketplace.

Cash Compensation Considerations
Your current contribution towards the cost of your group 

health plan is part of your employees’ total compensation 
package. As such, the question of whether or not an employer 
should continue to provide health benefits cannot be consid-
ered in isolation. For example, it’s likely that your employees 
will expect you to increase other forms of compensation to 
make up for any lost benefit. There is flexibility (and complex-
ity!) in the approach you take; salaries may be increased, 
variable pay programs could be introduced, new benefits may 
be offered, greater portions of benefit contributions may be 
covered or any combination of these. 

If your strategy in dropping your health plan includes in-
creasing direct compensation, these questions should be asked:

1.  Will you increase salaries across the board or only for a 
select group of employees? 

You may choose to limit increases to critical jobs or high-
performing staff members. This approach can be less costly and 
yield improved results by retaining the most valued employees. 
However, discretionary increases can lead to questions of fair-
ness, which in turn could lead to compensation discrimination 
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Next, calculate the total cost of dropping your health plan.

 
2015 Cost to Drop 

Your Plan

E:  If applicable, the $2,000 “no 
coverage” per employee penalty  

F:  The increase in your cash 
compensation  

G:  The resulting increase in your payroll 
tax because of this compensation 
increase  

H:  Estimate the cost of any reduced 
productivity  

E+F+G+H = Total Cost to Drop  
Your Plan:   

 Compare these 2015 totals.

Project these costs out five years. Assume the annual “no 
coverage” penalty will increase 10% annually. Make appropriate 
projections to all components. Compare your five-year projected 
totals and finalize your strategy.

If you proceed with dropping your health plan, an effective 
employee communication strategy should describe the following:

•  why you are making this change
•  how this decision will impact employees and their families
•  what resources employees have from their home state and 

the federal government in evaluating and purchasing health 
benefits

•  how this change impacts your Total Compensation Philosophy

As you evaluate whether or not to drop your plan in 2015, 
answering the questions detailed in this article will help ensure 
that your resulting decision is in the organization’s best interest 
and will help prepare you for any transition. 

Productivity Considerations

Even if you currently offer several health plan choices, the 
time employees spend at work evaluating those choices and 
enrolling in your plan is likely limited. This efficiency results from:

•  your clear communication of the plan choices; 
•  the employee’s comfort in knowing that you evaluated and 

recommended these plans; and 
•  your streamlined enrollment process. 

Conversely, the exchanges will offer about five plan designs 
from multiple carriers. Off-exchange, additional plan designs will 
be available, complicating employees’ choices. While guidance 
in making plan elections will be available via “navigators” and 
sometimes through brokers, it is likely your employees will spend 
more time at work on the evaluation of their health plan options 
than they have in the past.

Additionally, company HR professionals often assist employ-
ees with the resolution of health insurance questions and claim 
issues. If you drop your health plan, this assistance will end and 
employees will be on their own to navigate questions and issues 
that arise. Another financial consideration, therefore, is whether 
dropping your health plan will impact overall employee productivity. 
Specifically, how much time will an employee spend during work 
hours researching plan options, enrolling in plans and solving 
administrative challenges?

Calculate the total cost of dropping your health plan.

Adjusting for any enhancements needed to eliminate the “no 
coverage” and “inadequate/unaffordable” ACA penalties, project 
the total cost of your 2015 health plan. Next, solve for your total 
cost net employee payroll reductions and for any tax reductions. 

 

Projected 2015 
Cost of Your 
Health Plan

A: Annual health premiums  

B:  Annual employee payroll reductions 
for the health plan  

C:  Reduced payroll taxes via payroll 
reductions through your Section 125 
plan  

D:  Corporate Tax benefit for your 
contribution to the health plan (A-B 
multiplied by your marginal tax rate)  

A-B-C-D = Your Total Net Cost:  
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